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General
The jury was impressed by the graduation work of the five talents presented. In its assessment, the jury took
into account the nominees' earlier work and formed a picture of the artists' vision in relation to their work and
ambitions. The jury of the HKU prijs Gemeente Utrecht felt privileged to be able to experience and evaluate
1
the work of these young, talented artists.

The 5 nominees (in alphabetical order)
Despina Charitonidi (HKU Fine Art)
Despina Charitonidi's graduation work came across as an accumulation of earlier works, but also as a
distillation of her sophisticated, empathic and explorative way of studying. In the graduation year, her art
academy education flows into an amalgam of ideas and executions, where it remains to be seen for the
student whether the coaching and the collective strength of a class are perpetuated on the chosen path.
Charitonidi has already found the right path during her studies, in installations and haunting images, some of
a performative nature.
She builds experience spaces, in this case a sun-drenched Mental Space, with almost minimal additions in
which the observer is led by an unknown history towards a portal. Debris from a concrete mattress, a
peacock feather with fabric, hair in an envelope, an upside-down atlas and the tender interaction with a
children's pull-along duck...
A curious and perhaps naive world, which is nevertheless imbued with history, myth-creating and beauty.
With limited resources, Charitonidi succeeds in building an intimate, non-existent reality. Her sources vary
from Arte Povera to conceptual sculpture, but the deeply personal approach makes her work at once
contemporary and timeless.
Koen de Groot (HKU Music and Technology)
The jury sees great promise in the composer and audio artist, Koen de Groot, especially as, in all aspects
along the way that can lead to a work of art, he demonstrates evident intelligence, taste and insight with,
above all, a keen ear for the sound of the result. The last point is not as evident as it may seem as, in this
stage in his studies, De Groot is moving in a direction the origins of which include 1960s trends such as Zero
and Fluxus, in which the concept was often so far to the fore that the artistic final destination was not always
considered as aesthetically relevant. This is not the case with De Groot and that is perhaps the fruit of
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In the appendix to this jury report, the candidates present themselves and give an explanation of their
graduation work.
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today’s harking back to historic trends: views on those trends have moved on and, aside from wanting to
achieve effects such as "disrupting" the listener and “making them think” (sometimes in the much-lauded
manner of misleading) and other objectives the artist might hope for, the younger generations increasingly
wish to also achieve those effects by aesthetically richer means.
The older, analogue electronic sources and control devices that De Groot uses are deployed in accordance
with a way of thinking that can only be the product of the arsenal of digital production resources that has
emerged since. This creates a new opportunity for transforming the high level of abstraction inherent in noncommercial electronic music into a whimsical, cheerful-sounding result, supported by the equivalent
appearance and visual design of the retro equipment. De Groot's major non-artistic inspiration sources are
also clearly evident in his output: on one hand the fascination spawned in his early youth of nature and its
organic patterns and structures and, on the other, a fascination for mathematics and its more numerical
logic. Characteristic for talents such as his is that these two almost opposing forces are both quite naturally
expressed in his music, whether the output is strictly electronic, instrumental or vocal. The jury feels that De
Groot has the potential to become an artistic beacon for his generation in the future.
Yiling Hung (HKU Theatre)
Yiling Hung's analysis is at the same time an art historical interpretation and a theatrical performance, as she
merges didactic qualities with passionate enthusiasm. Her way of working is that of a step-by-step
researcher visualising the theoretic model she has formulated herself. Hung creates a performance in which
visitors remain in their comfort zone and gain knowledge and experience with a cup of coffee in their hand.
The installation of various frameworks is a translation of the history of performances into materiality. The
lines and planes activate the space. The jury was struck by her ability to transform her analysis into an
experience whereby other observers ask themselves what kind of performance the participants have ended
up in. Hung's imminent art performance bears witness to the quality and depth of the HKU Theatre Master's
course.
Charlotte Mulder (HKU Design)
Charlotte Mulder's graduation work has the appearance of an open thesis but, on closer inspection, conceals
a fascinating chronological course for the public. It is presented in an expressly physical set-up, which leads
the observer (literally step by step) into the complex meaning of heritage, in this case a brick factory in
Arnhem. In addition to her material accuracy, explorative spirit and completeness, Mulder also transports us
into the poetics of a representation of the sucking sound of clay and the solid tactility of the models.
The research and its results lend value to dilapidated or forgotten architecture and give food for thought with
regard to the conservation and remembrance of (not particular spectacular) buildings that nonetheless have
plenty to tell us about history, sociology and the inventiveness of old techniques. She touches the heart of
the genius loci, the spirit of a site, interpreting the sensitivity necessary for retaining (non-obvious) industrial
heritage. A mental architecture that becomes valuable through diagnosis and "vivisection", by zooming in
creatively on details. Consequently, partly as a result of the matching displays, the whole thing gains a new
experience and becomes an ode, an unfinished history.
Lisa Plokker (HKU Games and Interaction)
Lisa Plokker's submission surprised the jury. Her knowledge, style references and use of words with regard
to art history play with the customary definitions of H.W. Janson and Ernst Gombrich. Her specialisation, that
of concept art, leads to a new understanding of the position in which HKU students find themselves in 2016.
As part of a chain of makers, as a radar in a system intended to lead to a creative, appealing new game,
Plokker is a textbook example of the new generation of HKU graduates. Here lies the quality of this recent
discipline of concept art.
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Plokker has the talent to create her own world using pictorial images. Her working method uses illustration
techniques, in which she does not animate but draws, assembles and edits. She also makes extensive use
of all manner of new digital skills. The dream world she conjures up is intended to inspire others to initiate
games. She deploys her artistic quality to communicate with other game makers at various levels. The jury
sees a talented, passionate artist in a rapidly-developing discipline.

The winner of HKU prijs Gemeente Utrecht 2016
The power of the artist breathing meaning and beauty into the body of worthless material. A gesture,
suggestive and determined. In a compelling parcours in which, in a myriad of associations and dialectics,
observers can nevertheless lose themselves endlessly in content and form. Here sounds the whispering but
firm voice of a true artist.
It is with very great pleasure that the jury awards the HKU prijs Gemeente Utrecht 2016 to:
Despina Charitonidi

Honourable mention
The jury expressly wishes to award an honourable mention to Koen de Groot. The jury report already
sufficiently relates his merits, but the jury feels it is important to reward De Groot's inquisitive mind. The
contextual play between digital, analogue and natural sources makes his graduation work a poignant
experience for the observer.
In addition to sound, music and demonstration of technical skill, this delivers visual art in all its fullness; after
all an experience is stronger than an image.

APPENDIX (Translated document)
Introduction of nominated students
The five nominees for the HKU prijs Gemeente Utrecht are listed below. The students introduce themselves and
give a brief summary of the graduation work they have produced in a maximum of hundred words.
HKU Fine Art
Director: Sigrid van Willigen
Nomination: Despina Charitonidi (25 years old)
Flirting with sculpture and performance, I presented an allegory of Despina City, known for its dual perception of
its materiality, in an attempt to capture the essence of a journey. This time the performance was left to the
audience. A walking stick was introduced to the viewer, to motivate their travel in the city. In the yellow space there
was an Atlas turned upside down, a baby mattress made of concrete, broken looking like rocks. A package of long
hair, as a confirmation of time passing and a peacock feather laying humble on the floor. As I learned during my
stay abroad, the journey is not about your destination but about the things you encounter while living it.
HKU Music and Technology
Director: Rens Machielse
Student: Koen de Groot (24 years old)
There are three elements that I like to incorporate into my works. The use of elements from other cultures, making
people aware of the environment and the sounds of nature or natural processes. In my graduation year, the last
two resulted in a study of precipitation. This research generated a number of works, one of which I have
elaborated on in detail. My work, Technology Imitates Nature I: rainfall, consists of old equalisers. Together with
relays and other electronic components, the equalisers constitute the ingredients for my artificial rain. Spread
around a stairwell, they enter into a relationship with the environment.
HKU Theatre
Director: Leo Capel
Student: Yiling Hung (28 years old)
Khôra means a changing status according to Prato. I give a performative lecture of my research to the visitors. On
the white stands with frames are some elements taken out from my research. The transparent screens attached
on frames are my “white-board” that I write things on them for explanation and at the same time, space is slowly
built by white ropes which are connected with stands and the big map of my research. This project is building a
space of my research, this space won’t be the same if I present it next time, and it is Khôra.
HKU Design
Director: Marinda Verhoeven
Student: Charlotte Mulder (24 years old)
As a designer and inventive researcher of architectonic space, I have a particular love of what I refer to as "derelict
industrial urban views". I see a unique story in every former industrial site. Investigating the history of these sites
enables me to narrate and visualise their stories. In my graduation project, I have shown how you can make a
visual, poetic analysis of a design issue. I used this method at a derelict site in Arnhem, a former brick factory. I
used models and maquettes to successively represent the genius loci, the use, the essence, the phenomenology
and the senses of the location. An intervention at the location ensued from this research.
HKU Games and Interaction
Director: Viktor Wijnen
Nomination: Lisa Plokker (23 years old)
Lisa Plokker is a concept artist who creates dream-style environments and characters for games. With these
digital paintings, she tells a story, letting the observer peep into another world.
Lisa's objective is to continue learning and seeking new experiences and working methods so she can keep
growing as an artist and make art that can also inspire others.

